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Abstract: Previous research has shown Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) to have excellent
applicability for building exterior materials and windows, because they can be controlled in terms
of Visible Light Transmittance (VLT) and color, and thus have good variability. However, windows
with solar cells may not show ideal energy generation efficiency. This depends on a variety of factors,
such as window composition, shadow, and light scattering. In this paper, through mock-up tests,
the energy generation of DSSCs with various transmittances and colors was measured. Red, Green,
and Blue (RGB)-based DSSCs of 7, 10, and 20% VLT were used, and Pmax values were measured for
solar radiation for comparison. As a result of the comparison, performance estimates were made for
each color and VLT when used as a window. In this study, the electrical energy generated by DSSCs
was measured in an environment applied to a real window, not a virtual environment. Therefore,
the study is meaningful, in that data that can estimate performance when applying various types of
DSSCs in a real-world window environment were created.

Keywords: Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells; power generation; mock-up test; colored PV; Building
Integrated Photovoltaic System

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and Purpose of the Study

New and renewable energies are divided into eleven types that comprise hydrogen energy, fuel
cell, coal liquefied gasification energy, heavy residue gasification energy, solar energy, wind power,
bio energy, waste energy, geothermal power, hydro power, and marine energy [1]. According to a
statistical survey by the Korean Statistical Information Service (KOSIS), since 2010, the generation rate
of new and renewable energy has grown rapidly from 1.24%, to 8.88% in 2018, and during the same
period, solar energy production grew from 166,200 to 1,997,100 toe—a 1200% growth [2]. Solar energy
is growing rapidly compared to the 187% growth rate of waste energy (9,084,200 toe, 50.93%), which
has the highest rate of new and renewable energy. Therefore, analysis shows that solar energy will
lead the new and renewable energy market in the future.

The rapid growth of solar energy is to be more emphasized, because it is easier to install than
other new and renewable energy sources, and is obtained in the form of electric energy. Due to these
advantages, the applicability of solar energy is being tested in various fields, such as construction and
automobiles. In particular, in the field of construction, a significant amount of development has been
made through Building Integrated Photovoltaic System (BIPV) technology. BIPV in its early stages
was developed as a system that applied solar cells to rooftops and roofs, and developed cells to be
installed on walls. Recently, additional attempts have been made to apply the technology to curtain
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walls and windows to enable viewing and ensure its flexible development. In accordance with this
research flow, curtain walls and windows using various solar cells have recently been studied, and
Table 1 shows that they can be classified according to the generation of solar cells:

Table 1. Application Cases of Colored Building Integrated Photovoltaic Systems (BIPV).

1st Generation PV 2nd Generation PV 3rd Generation PV
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Ecblens, Swiss [5] 

The first-generation solar cell is a module using crystalline silicon, and can be classified into 
single crystal, polycrystalline, and Heterojunction with Intrinsic Thin-layer (HIT). In general, when 
applied to curtain walls and windows, natural light flows into the room through empty spaces 
created between modules by installing a single crystal silicon solar cell on the glass part. Solar cells 
in the range of the second-generation include Cadmium–Tellurium (Cd–Te) solar cells, Copper 
Indium Gallium Selenide (CIGS) solar cells, and Amorphous Silicon (a–Si) solar cells [6]. Among 
them, there are attempts to apply a–Si solar cells to curtain walls and windows. a–Si solar cells have 
been shown to decrease the main light rate when viewed from the inside and outside, but to maintain 
the light at an appropriate level, and decrease the frequency of occurrence of unpleasant bright spots 
[7]. The Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell (DSSC), perovskite solar cell, and organic solar cell are classified as 
third-generation solar cells, and steady attempts to apply them to curtain walls and windows have 
been made [6]. 

In particular, DSSC is a material that has attracted attention, because it has excellent window 
applicability, in that compared to other solar cells, color and control transparency can freely be 
implemented. Aesthetic and architectural environment studies are being conducted to ensure that 
DSSC can be properly applied to buildings. Jo addressed the aesthetic factors of elevation of the solar 
cells of each generation, and analyzed the importance of each elevation through the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [8]. Oh analyzed the indoor light performance of an office building for the 
application type of DSSCs having a visible light transmittance of 20%, and used simulation as an 
analysis method [9]. In addition, Kim measured the performance of DSSCs’ indoor color environment, 
and the shape perception of various colors and visible light transmittance [10]. Research on the energy 
generation performance of DSSCs is also being actively conducted. Most studies have been conducted 
to improve the performance of DSSCs, such as studies to improve its performance using nickel oxide 
nanostructures [11], and studies on its efficiency according to the amount of dye, and the effect of 
light scattering [12]. However, in the case of DSSCs applied to buildings, it is difficult to exert the 
theoretical efficiency because it is affected by various factors, such as the composition of windows, 
and the scattering of light. There is a lack of research on power generation efficiency when actually 
applied to architectural windows. Therefore, this study aims to measure the power generation 
efficiency when applying DSSCs of various colors to real architectural windows that can be used in 
architecture. 

1.2. Method Analysis of Previous Research 

1.2.1. Precedent DSSCs Efficiency Research on Building Application 
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The first-generation solar cell is a module using crystalline silicon, and can be classified into single
crystal, polycrystalline, and Heterojunction with Intrinsic Thin-layer (HIT). In general, when applied
to curtain walls and windows, natural light flows into the room through empty spaces created between
modules by installing a single crystal silicon solar cell on the glass part. Solar cells in the range of the
second-generation include Cadmium–Tellurium (Cd–Te) solar cells, Copper Indium Gallium Selenide
(CIGS) solar cells, and Amorphous Silicon (a–Si) solar cells [6]. Among them, there are attempts to
apply a–Si solar cells to curtain walls and windows. a–Si solar cells have been shown to decrease the
main light rate when viewed from the inside and outside, but to maintain the light at an appropriate
level, and decrease the frequency of occurrence of unpleasant bright spots [7]. The Dye-Sensitized
Solar Cell (DSSC), perovskite solar cell, and organic solar cell are classified as third-generation solar
cells, and steady attempts to apply them to curtain walls and windows have been made [6].

In particular, DSSC is a material that has attracted attention, because it has excellent window
applicability, in that compared to other solar cells, color and control transparency can freely be
implemented. Aesthetic and architectural environment studies are being conducted to ensure that
DSSC can be properly applied to buildings. Jo addressed the aesthetic factors of elevation of the
solar cells of each generation, and analyzed the importance of each elevation through the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) [8]. Oh analyzed the indoor light performance of an office building for the
application type of DSSCs having a visible light transmittance of 20%, and used simulation as an
analysis method [9]. In addition, Kim measured the performance of DSSCs’ indoor color environment,
and the shape perception of various colors and visible light transmittance [10]. Research on the energy
generation performance of DSSCs is also being actively conducted. Most studies have been conducted
to improve the performance of DSSCs, such as studies to improve its performance using nickel oxide
nanostructures [11], and studies on its efficiency according to the amount of dye, and the effect of
light scattering [12]. However, in the case of DSSCs applied to buildings, it is difficult to exert the
theoretical efficiency because it is affected by various factors, such as the composition of windows, and
the scattering of light. There is a lack of research on power generation efficiency when actually applied
to architectural windows. Therefore, this study aims to measure the power generation efficiency when
applying DSSCs of various colors to real architectural windows that can be used in architecture.
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1.2. Method Analysis of Previous Research

1.2.1. Precedent DSSCs Efficiency Research on Building Application

The study of the efficiency of DSSCs applied to buildings has been conducted through simulations
that consider the visible light transmittance of windows and doors. Kim (2010) used the regression
equation to derive Equation (1) for power generation performance by the solar cell permeability of
DSSCs [13]. This equation was derived through a monographic study for evaluating the minimum
transmittance and unpleasant glare of windows that were previously studied [14,15].

Y = −0.0267489(X) + 8.18587 (1)

Y: Power Generation Efficiency; X: Visible Light Transmittance.
Kim analyzed the lighting efficiency by azimuth for blue and red DSSCs windows through

simulation, but no study on energy efficiency was performed [16]. Poh Khai conducted energy
analysis according to the transmittance of BIPV, and performed simulation under various climatic
conditions [17]. Park conducted simulations based on the properties of the specimens derived from the
KS L 2514 test [18]. This research was conducted through the DesignBuilder program, and compared
the overall building energy performance when applying Low-E glass, and Red, Green, Blue, and
Yellow DSSCs.

While studies based on VLT were conducted in the early stages, in recent years, overall energy
comparison and evaluation of various colors has been conducted. In addition, by considering the
overall energy performance, such as lighting and power generation efficiency, a more advanced study
was conducted at the same time by comparison with Low-E glass. However, most of the studies were
evaluated by relying on simulation techniques, so there is a lack of data on actual use.

1.2.2. Mock-Up Test Prior Research

The test to measure the power generation efficiency of a solar cell by constructing a mock-up is to
measure the actual power generation efficiency of a solar cell, or to compare and analyze a control
group. S. M. Lee constructed a mock-up with a hexagonal plane and a dome structure that allowed the
installation of solar cells in multiple directions [19]. Through this, a comparative analysis of power
generation efficiency of each crystalline silicon solar cell and an a–Si solar cell by installation angle
and orientation was performed. Through the regression equation, the power generation efficiency
equation was derived for angle and bearing. H.M. Lee also measured the efficiency of DSSCs through
a mock-up configuration [20]. The efficiency was measured by division into a vertical window and
an inclined window. At the same time, the efficiency of a single crystal solar cell was also measured.
Based on this, the power generation efficiency of the solar cell was monitored for two years, and its
monthly data were collected. Table 2 shows the mock-up structure established in the row study.

Analysis of the power generation efficiency of solar cells through mock-up has the advantage of
providing more practical data for the actual construction of applied solar cell than simulation analysis
allows. In addition, even factors that were not reflected in the simulation are reflected, so it can be
utilized to provide more accurate and specific data. However, there is also the disadvantage that
it is more expensive and time-consuming than simulation analysis. Moreover, once the mock-up is
configured, various problems occur, because it is difficult to change the composition of the specimen as
well. S. M. Lee judged some solar cells to be defective, so their data were missing [19]; and likewise, H.
M. Lee was unable to measure data in some periods [20]. Therefore, in this study, the test mock-up
was established for the purpose of identifying and analyzing errors, and comparative analysis was
conducted of the data measured through the test.
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Table 2. Case Mock-up Structures Presented by Previous Research.

S. M. Lee’s Study (2017) H. M. Lee’s Study (2018)
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2. Research Analysis Framework

2.1. Method and Scope of Research

The theoretical power generation efficiency of DSSCs are known to be less than 11% [21]. However,
the efficiency of DSSCs applied to windows appear different to the theoretical values, because of the
composition of windows, light scattering, etc. In this study, the power generation performance was
measured when various DSSCs were applied to windows, and the mock-up test was used. To derive a
direct relationship between solar radiation and power generation, pyranometer and solar cell tester
were installed. Measurement was carried out through equipment that was capable of monitoring
electricity generated simultaneously with solar radiation measurement.

Analysis of the relationship between solar radiation and the DSSCs applied to windows was
conducted using the measured data. In addition, a study was conducted by quantifying and comparing
the performance differences based on the analysis contents by color and VLT.

The power generation of red, green, and blue DSSCs with the same VLT were compared, then 7,
10, and 20% VLT were compared for cells of the same color. DSSCs have durability problems, such
as deterioration and damage. Therefore, a double-glazed structure that can primarily absorb shocks,
rather than directly exposing DSSCs to the outside, can increase the service life. The test body was
composed of double-glazed structure. The research flow is shown in Figure 1.
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2.2. Test Configuration

2.2.1. Specimen Configuration

The DSSCs used for the test consisted of five types. Red DSSCs with VLTs of 7, 10, and 20% (RD07,
RD10, and RD20, respectively) were configured for each VLT. Red, Green, and Blue DSSCs with VLT
20% (RD20, GD20, and BD20, respectively) were constructed to measure the efficiency of each RGB
color. All sizes were of 965 mm by 624 mm dimensions, and Table 3 shows the information registered
in the product catalog. The specifications of the solar cell show that the difference in the range of Voc is
not large. On the other hand, they show the difference in Isc to be large, and the performance of DSSCs
was therefore determined.

Table 3. Type and Profile of the Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells (DSSCs) for Evaluation.

Type Color/VLT Vmp Imp Voc Isc
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2.2.2. DSSCs Test Mock-Up Configuration

The DSSCs test mock-up was constructed using a container with insulation applied to simulate
the indoor building environment. A window of 1500 mm by 1200 mm dimensions was constructed on
the front, and the DSSCs module was installed on the back of the window to create a situation similar
to that of a double-layer window, as seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mock-up Plans.

In addition, a sensor capable of measuring the amount of solar radiation was installed between
the DSSCs and the window, and a device capable of comparing and analyzing the amount of power
generation compared to the amount of solar radiation was constructed. To fix the DSSCs, a fixing
frame was specially manufactured, as shown in Figure 3. Although it is known that in the Northern
Hemisphere, the highest insolation can be obtained for the south elevation of the building, the DSSCs
test mock-up was arranged based on the southeast trend that could obtain the highest insolation in a
limited place. Owing to this reason, the DSSCs test mock-up had a difference of 20 degrees compared
to the South Side. Choi analyzed that there was a 7% decrease in solar radiation in the case of the
southeast side, which shows a 20-degree difference from the south side [22].
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3. Test Progress and Analysis

3.1. Preliminary Test

Previous studies found that the energy generation efficiency of solar cells is proportional to the
amount of solar radiation incident on the panel [19], and our test was conducted based on this theory.
DSSCs have been reported to show power generation efficiency decreases with increasing outdoor
temperature, and the cell stabilizing at temperatures below 35 ◦C [23]. Other studies have analyzed
that the power generation efficiency of DSSCs increases as the amount of clouds increases [24].

Our study was conducted based on the theory that the amount of power generated by DSSC is
proportional to the amount of solar radiation incident on the panel [19]. Several preliminary tests
were conducted while keeping the temperature below 35 ◦C. When the incident solar energy was
very weak, it was confirmed that Pmax temporarily increased, as shown in Figure 4. At this time, the
open-circuit voltage was measured constantly, but both Imax and Vmax were temporarily increased and
measured. This was presumed to be due to the influence of a short-circuit current through which a
large current flows, or a structural problem of the measuring device, and was judged to be unsuitable
for data analysis. Therefore, in this test, the temporarily increased Pmax was excluded to compare the
power generation performance of DSSCs in near-steady conditions.
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3.2. RGB DSSCs Test

RGB tests were conducted for three adjacent days. The VLT 20% product line was used, and it
was measured in the order of red, blue, and green. Overall, the cloudiness remained low for three days
during the test. RD20 product showed the best performance, with a daily power output of 23.02 W.h, as
seen in Figure 5. Between 9:00 and 15:00 when power generation is stable, the maximum value of Pmax

was measured as 4.25 W. The average of Vmax for the same time was 14.06 V, which showed a slight
difference from the actual performance of the product. BD20 product showed the lowest performance,
with a daily power output of 11.08 W.h. For the same range between 9:00 and 15:00 h, the maximum
value of Pmax was measured as 2.07 W, as shown in Figure 6. The Vmax average was 14.31 V. The GD20
product has a daily power output of 17.57 W.h, as summarized in Figure 7. Between 9:00 and 15:00
when power generation was stable, the maximum value of Pmax was measured as 3.06 W. The Vmax

average for the same time was 16.68 V.
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Figure 7. Solar Radiation and Pmax Value of GD20.

Since it is impossible to directly compare the production power reflecting the different solar
conditions, Pmax was compared to the incident solar radiation. Figure 8 shows the result of the
comparison of Pmax to the amount of incident insolation. When the value due to the temporary increase
in Pmax was excluded, it was confirmed that the value of Pmax according to the amount of insolation
had a certain slope. The power generation efficiency was found to be in the order red > green >

blue. RD20 in the dimensions of 965 mm by 624 mm was found to have a Pmax of about 0.75 W for
100 W of solar radiation. BD20 was found to have a Pmax of about 0.32 W for 100 W of solar radiation.
GD20 was found to have a Pmax of about 0.42 W for 100 W of solar radiation. The power generation
efficiency of RD20 was about 1.25%, BD20 was about 0.53%, and GD20 was about 0.70%. Based on the
RD20, the BD20 showed approximately 43% performance, while the GD20 showed approximately
56% performance.
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3.3. VLT DSSCs Test

VLT tests were conducted for adjacent days. The red product line was used, and measurements
were repeatedly made on VLT (7, 10, and 20%). RD07 product recorded 30.07 W.h of power per day.
Experiment hours between 9:00 and 15:00 when power production was stable showed the maximum
value of Pmax to be measured as 6.08 W, as shown in Figure 9. During the same time, the Vmax average
was measured to be 17.5 V. RD10 product recorded a daily power output of 19.06 W.h. For the same
hours, the maximum value of Pmax was measured as 4.88 W, and the Vmax average was measured as
17.67 V, as summarized in Figure 10. RD20 product showed a daily power output of 28.05 W.h. During
the same hours, the maximum value of Pmax was measured to be 4.95 W, and the Vmax average was
measured to be 13.87 V, as seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Solar Radiation and Pmax Value of RD20.

Since it is impossible to directly compare the production power reflecting the different solar
conditions, Pmax was compared to the incident solar radiation. Figure 12 shows the sum of Pmax

compared to the incident solar radiation. The power generation efficiency was found to be in the
order VLT 7% > VLT 10% > VLT 20%. RD07 with dimensions of 965 mm by 624 mm was found to
have a Pmax of about 1.18 W for 100 W of solar radiation. RD10 was found to have a Pmax of about
1.00 W for 100 W of solar radiation. In comparison, RD20 was found to have a Pmax of about 0.75 W for
100 W of solar radiation. The power generation efficiency of RD07 was about 1.96%, RD10 was about
1.66%, and RD20 was about 1.25%. Based on the RD20, RD07 showed about 157% performance, while
RD10 recorded about 133% performance. As the VLT was lowered, the power generation efficiency
significantly increased.
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4. Conclusions

This study was conducted to measure the performance that could be exhibited in a real building
for windows with various types of DSSCs. Mock-up was constructed, and data for RGB-based DSSCs
with VLT 20% and Red DSSCs with VLT (7, 10, and 20%) were collected. The conclusions through this
process were as follows. In this process, when the incident solar energy is low, the power generation
efficiency of DSSCs temporarily increases. Because it was predicted to be a phenomenon caused by
a short-circuit current or a structural problem of the measuring device, the analysis was performed
with the temporary increase data excluded in this study. The research results are, therefore: First,
it was confirmed that the amount of energy generated by DSSCs is proportional to the amount of
insolation, and has a constant slope. Second, through the comparative test for each RGB, the power
generation efficiency data of DSSCs applied to building windows was collected. It was found that
power generation performance was excellent in the order red > green > blue. The green color was
analyzed to show 56% performance compared to the red color, while the blue color showed 43%
performance compared to the red color. Third, through the comparative test for each VLT, generation
efficiency data collection of DSSCs applied to building windows was performed. The lower the VLT,
the higher the power generation efficiency, while the lower the VLT, the greater the change in power
generation. DSSCs with VLT 7% showed 157% performance over DSSCs with VLT 20%, and DSSCs
with VLT 10% showed 133% performance over DSSCs with VLT 20%.

This study still has limitations because it was conducted based on limited conditions and test
groups. Because of this reason, the analysis was conducted except for the temporary Pmax rising section.
According to Figures 8 and 12, it was found that when the amount of insolation is above a certain level,
the value of Pmax increases proportionally with a certain slope as the insolation increases. Based on
this, RGB and VLT comparison tests of the DSSCs were conducted.

DSSCs currently being produced have better power generation efficiency as the VLT lowers,
and the power generation efficiency is good in the order Red > Green > Blue. Through this study,
when applied to windows, it was also found to be the same, but the power generation efficiency
was measured to be very low, about 1%. This study only compared the window photovoltaic power
generation efficiency for color and VLT, so the cause of the decrease in power generation efficiency
could not be analyzed. However, it was analyzed that the double-glazed window structure has a great
influence on the power generation efficiency of DSSCs. To analyze the cause, it is necessary to analyze
the power generation efficiency according to the type of window of the first layer, and the power
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generation efficiency according to the size of the hollow layer, when using double-glazed windows.
This is currently being prepared for research.

This study has many limitations, but it is meaningful, in that it provided a basis for predicting the
power generation of windows applied with DSSCs in real buildings based on annual insolation, and
presented numerically. DSSCs are attracting attention as windows, because compared to existing solar
cells, they can realize free VLT and color. However, when used as a double-glazed window, it has been
found that the efficiency is greatly reduced. In particular, it was confirmed that the power generation
efficiency of green and blue colors, which are advantageous for windows, is very low. Therefore,
in order for DSSCs to be properly applied to buildings, research on appropriate window structures
and improvement of power generation efficiency of green and blue colors is necessary, rather than
simply improving module performance. At the same time, if the production cost of DSSCs is reduced
and durability is secured, DSSCs, which can cover large façade areas, can be expected to produce a
moderate amount of electricity in an economically sustainable way.

Data were collected based on the RGB color, which is the three primary colors of color, and data
were collected for VLT (7, 10, and 20%). Because it is difficult to calculate the equation through the
three test groups, more diverse VLT tests are needed. Therefore, follow-up studies are needed, and a
regression equation should be derived based on more test groups. The significance of the study is
that it has laid the foundation for quantitatively predicting the amount of electricity generated by the
window-applied DSSC to the actual building based on the annual insolation. In addition, the research
is meaningful in that it presents the direction for efficient use of DSSCs.
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